
Training strategy design01
The training process begins with the 

design of the training strategy. To start 
with SF Digital, open the “Design” sheet. 

The design sheet has six ready-to-go 
training activity “blocks.”

Many cells have descriptive and instructive 
notes. If you are confused about a cell’s 

purpose, there is likely a note in the cell or in 
the header in that column.

After choosing the day of the microcycle (1-6, day 7 of any microcycle/week 
is an off/recovery day) and the date, you begin designing the first activity

Instuctions and Information

02Choose the “event” from 
the drop-down menu
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Choose the Format of the 
Activity

Choose the Primary 
adaption/ability of the 

first main set/mini 
activity

choose an intensity grade 
from the drop-down menu 
Your primary adaptation/ability choice 
will set the intensity grade options to 

ensure the proper development.

Your intensity grade choice will set the 
intensity range. Choose the exact 

intensity from the drop-down menu.
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07 choose The exact intensity 
from the drop-down menu 
Your reps per set grade choice will select 

the reps range.
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choose The reps grade 
from the drop-down menu 

The choice of the method, primary 
adaption, and intensity sets the reps (per 

set) grade range.

choose The Number of 
times to perorm the set 
To finish the main set/mini activity, 

choose te number of times to perform 
(repeat) the set from the “Peform Set X” 

cell.



09 Complete each main 
set/mini activity
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The intensity of the first set automatically generates the 
intensities and reps per set of the specific activity warmup

Complete each main set/mini activity in that 
order before moving on to the next.

Repeat this process from main sets/mini 
activities 2, 3, and 4. The system automatically 
copies the first set/mini-activity variables into 
sets 2, 3 and 4; you can leave them or change 

them to your liking. If you want to program less 
than four sets/mini activities, just put “0” into the 
reps cell of the set 2, 3, or 4. The system features 

functionality to streamline the process.

Primary adaption
The intensity and number of reps in each set 

determine the primary adaptation from the set. 
The ability developed by the set is in the cell 

next to the “perform set x” cell for each set/mini 
activity.
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Internal Load
The intensity, number of reps, and the number 

of times the lifter performs each main set 
determines the level of the internal loading of 

each main set/mini activity. The sum of the four 
main sets/mini activities determines the 

internal loading level of the whole activity. The 
values are on the right side of the activity block.

Below the activity, internal load values are the 
workout/day and microcycle/week internal load 

values. These automatically increase as you 
add more activity blocks to the workout and 

microcycle.

Building microcycles
You build microcycles vertically. The block 

below the cornerstone upper-left corner block 
you just completed is a “first column” block. It 
has a light red bar at the top, corresponding to 

the pasting spaces in the first column.

Paste this block into the spaces in the first 
column to build the first microcycle. Just 

change the day and date when you want to start 
a new workout/ day in the microcycle. The day 

and microcycle loading values increase 
automatically with each new block to help you 

decide when to stop adding blocks to the day or 
microcycle.

Building microcycles
The blocks you paste in the second column 

retrieve information from the block in the first 
column and the blocks above them; this makes 
building training progressions easier. Don’t copy 
the first or second column blocks from the top 
row; these blocks don’t have a color at the top, 

so you know not to copy them. Only paste a 
“second column block” with the dark pink bar in 

the second column.
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Building microcycles
The blocks you paste in the second column retrieve 

information from the block in the first column and the 
blocks above them; this makes building training 

progressions easier. Don’t copy the first or second 
column blocks from the top row; these blocks don’t 

have a color at the top, so you know not to copy them. 
Only paste a “second column block” with the dark pink 

bar in the second column.

The third column has an “expansion” block below the 
top row block. Expansion blocks retrieve information 

from the blocks to the left and above it. Paste an 
expansion block everywhere besides the first and 

second columns and the top row.

deload format
One of the format options is “Deload.” The 
deload format sets the intensity, rep, and 
loading grades to light or very light. The 

purpose of deloads training is to facilitate full 
recovery while maintaining training adaptations. 
When you choose deload in a top row block, the 

block(s) below it recognize you are building a 
deload week and set each successive block as 

a deload activity.

Mesocycle
At the top of each block column is a 

“mesocycle” cell that automatically populates 
with a serial number. A mesocycle is a group of 

microcycles that achieve a particular training 
objective. A mesocycle always ends with a 

deload. When the system detects a deload, it 
automatically recognizes the start of a new 

mesocycle following it.
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Competitions

Just below the mesocycle serial number box, 
there is a “competitions” box with four cells. Put 
the dates of competitions that occur during the 
microcycle in these cells to keep the timing of 

competitions in mind during design.

Always copy new blocks from the top block group 1 in the 
“Design Master Blocks” sheet. Never alter the blocks in group 
1; copy them to the ”Design” sheet first. The master sheet has 

nine more block groups. You can design activities here and 
save them for copying to the design sheet if you want to 
repeatedly use activities with the same variable settings.



Strategy design analytics

event progression01
The “Events” sheet shows the 

progression of the events across the 
program. This sheet is handy if you 

change events across time in a 
“conjugate method” fashion. You can 

click over as you design the activities to 
see that your conjugated event 

progression is shaping up correctly.

After choosing the day of the microcycle (1-6, day 7 of any microcycle/week 
is an off/recovery day) and the date, you begin designing the first activity

02Intensity progression

The file contains analytics sheets that automatically populate as you 
design the strategy. These sheets give you a birds-eye view of the 
topography of the program across time. These read-outs facilitate 
precision when periodizing the adaptational developments of the 

program.

The “intensity progression” sheet shows 
the average intensity progression for 
each activity and the total microcycle 

averages.
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adaptations progression
The “Adaptations” analytics sheet shows you 

each mini-activity’s primary adaptation/ability and 
the same for the whole activity. This sheet aims 

to help you program for the mainifestation of 
specific qualitative adaptions (abilities) preciselt 
when you want them. In the “microcycle rows”, 
the cells below the microcycle serial number 

automatically display the microcycle’s first and 
last session dates; this feature is in each 

analytics sheet.

Internal loading 
progression

The “Loads” sheet displays the loading 
levels of each mini activity, full activity, 

and microcycle in the program. 
Managing the loading levels across time 

will help you predict the magnitude of 
adaptation(s) at any given moment in the 

training/competition process. 

adaptational loads
The most crucial design analytics sheet 
is the “Adaptational Loads” sheet. This 
sheet displays the primary adaptation 
and the loading level together to give a 

complete birds-eye view of the 
progression and timing of the 

qualitative-quantitative effects of the 
training strategy. 



Strategy implementation: training
SF Digital automatically creates training activity blocks as you build the 

design blocks. As soon as you finish creating the program in the design sheet, 
you can click over and find the program entirely ready for implementation in 

the “training” sheet.

To use the training sheet, you need to place the trainee’s current training maximums for 
each event in the program in the “initial Tmax” box on the left side of the activity block of 

the event.

The system will automatically calculate all the weights for the warmup and main sets from 
the TMax and intensities you choose in the design. The reps and times to perform each 

set automatically populate from the design sheet.

After each set, enter the number of reps completed in the set in the “exact: reps column” (if 
the trainee completes the prescribed reps, you can leave it, the cell already has the 

prescribed reps in it).

After the final warmup set and after each main set, ask the athlete how many more reps 
they could do if they were to push the set to AMRAP (“As Many Reps As Possible”). Ensure 

that the answer is rational and enter the number into the “How Many More Reps Are 
Possible?” (HMMRAP) column. The system uses this information to set the correct 

training maximum for the day. If the trainee cannot complete the prescribed reps in the 
set, the system will place 0 in this column. 



training Analytics

*Note: You can ignore this step to keep the Tmax stable until the next mesocycle. Many 
coaches prefer to just use the HMMRAP question after the final warmup and the first main 

set and let the TMax stabilize for the rest of the main sets.

*Note: If the set ability is speed-strength, power, or strength-speed, the system will void this 
question as it is not helpful for low-rep, low-fatigue, high-power sets.

*Note: If main set A, B, C, or D has multiple sets enter the information if the trainee misses 
any prescribed reps in any of the sets. You can forgo the “how many more reps are possible” 

in this situation.

The reps completed, and “how many more reps are possible?” questions autoregulate 
the Tmax through the activity. The “Final” Tmax for the activity comes from the final set 
and appears on the right side of the block. The final TMax for the activity sets the initial 

Tmax for the event in the following microcycle.

Sf Digital features one more analytics sheet that draws from the training sheet. The 
“Metrics” sheet displays the Tmax, the heaviest weight lifted, intensity grade, and total 
tonnage progressions for each activity and the microcycle totals across the program.



tools

Adaptational potency
calculator

01
With this tool, you create an experimental 

set to see the effects. Just follow the 
same process as the activity design 

block, and you will see how potent the 
experimental set is for each ability. This 

tool lets you experiment with 
intensity-rep combinations to get insight 

into your program design.

The first sheet in the SF Digital file is the “Tools” sheet. There are two 
tools to help with program design and implementation: The Adaptation 

Potency Calculator and The Training Maximum Calculator.

02training maximum
calculator

If you don’t know the lifter’s strength for the 
event, you should start with the “One Rep 
Maximum Estimator.” You enter the lifter’s 

biometric data in each cell along with the event's 
name from the drop-down menus, and this part 
of the tool estimates an approximate 1RM for 
the lifter. You can use this weight as the initial 

1RM for the event in the athlete’s training 
program.

The one rep maximum estimator automatically places an estimated 5RM weight in the “As 
Many Reps As Possible One Rep Maximum Estimator.” With this tool, you put the lifter 
through the warm-up sets, then instruct them to perform “AMRAP” (As Many Reps As 

Possible) with the estimated 5RM weight. You then enter the reps achieved in the “AMRAP 
Test Row” reps cell. The system provides a precise 1RM/TMax weight. Enter this weight 

into the lift's first column training block 1RM cell.



concepts
StratFit has a comprehensive and intuitive labeling system for the 

variables and adaptational outcomes of training.

The essential area of categorization for athletic training is the 
physiological abilities and attributes we train in the gym/on the 

track/field and display in competition/performance. These abilities are 
the primary adaptations of training. They are:

speed: The ability to execute movements at a very rapid pace.
*The current SF Digital product is all resistance training based, so there isn’t any pure speed training programming.

speed strength: The ability to display high speed with considerable strength. 
An athlete’s developmental level of speed-strength represents their speed 
reserve, meaning their capacity to continue producing speed under adverse 
external conditions, inclement weather, less-than-optimal field conditions, 
fatigue, or physical injury.

Power: Doing work at a high, submaximal, or maximal rate. Power is the reserve 
ability for speed strength.

Strength-speed: The ability to display a high amount of strength with 
considerable speed. Strength speed is an athlete's Power reserve.

Strength: The ability to produce a high amount of Force. Strength is the most 
fundamental of all abilities and is the reserve ability of all other abilities to a 
greater or lesser degree. All other abilities or training modalities are percentages 
of strength.

Mass: Refers to muscular hypertrophy of the muscles of one’s body.
*Moderately Heavy and Moderate muscular intensity muscular endurance falls under this category in the current SF Digital product.

Burn: Refers to the physical adaptations of raising the Onset of Blood Lactate 
Accumulation to a higher percentage of one’s aerobic capacity and the 
improvement in the rate at which one’s system removes lactate, and an increase 
in the efficiency with which the body converts lactate to glucose.



The qualitative development of the various abilities depends on the 
intensity and number of reps in a given set.

There are two fundamental resistance training methods. The desired 
primary adaptation/ability determines the appropriate intensity range and 

method, and the method determines the reps per set range. 

The fundamental resistance training methods are:

Dynamic Effort Method: Performing reps with full volitional momentum 
and a light amount of reps per set to prevent the adverse effects of 
fatigue on speed. We use the dynamic effort method to develop the 
power-related abilities: Speed-Strength, Power and Strength (when 

manifested as Strength-Speed).

Repetition Method: Performing sets with extensive reps to develop 
fatigue with the goal of muscular endurance development or protein 
degradation (to induce muscular hypertrophy). We use the repetition 

method to develop the structural and vegetative abilities: Mass, Burn, and 
Strength (when manifested as maximal strength).

The Maximum Effort Method is a variation of the repetition method 
where an athlete pushes a training set to “As Many Reps As Possible” 

(AMRAP).

StratFit features a consistent labeling protocol for the grades of essential 
training variables: intensity and reps, and the foundational variable that 

arises from them: the internal training load. 

The labels are immediately comprehensive; they are:
Very Light, Light, Moderate, Moderately Heavy, Heavy, Submaximal, 

Maximal

The labeling system comes from Naglak in “The Science of Sports 
Training,” Thomas Kurz 1991. The resistance or intensity grade 

corresponds to how heavy the weight will feel to the athlete regardless of 
the number of reps completed. The reps grade corresponds to the 

difficulty level of completing the given number of reps in a set with a 
certain intensity. 



“Prilepin’s Optimal” is taken from the foundational table 
of resistance training organization: Prilepin’s Table

This table displays 
the grade and the 

rep ranges.

The Reps (per set) Grades relate to 
the classic Rating of Perceived 

Effort (RPE) scheme in the 
following way:



The internal training load is the foundational variable for the StratFit 
system of applied science for physical training and performance. The 

load is the qualitative and quantitative fusion of the intensity and amount 
of training; it is essentially a more training-specific term for (purposefully 
applied) “stress.” Controlling loads across time is a fundamental action 

of athletic preparation.

You will find the logic and specific mathematical methodology for 
calculating internal loading at www.stratfit.net.

The current version of SF Digital shows you loading grade at the 
mini-activity/set, activity (squat, bench press, snatch, etc.), workout/day, 

and microcycle/week levels.

This fits into the gradation scheme like this:



The integration of the adaptation/ability labels and intensity & rep grades 
show the relationships between training variables in the most 

comprehensive way.

speed strength develops by using an intensity from the very light or light 
intensity range and very light, light, or moderate reps per set.

Power develops by using an intensity from the moderate or moderately 
heavy intensity range and very light, light, or moderate reps per set.

Strength-speed develops by using an intensity from the heavy intensity 
range and very light, light, or moderate reps per set.

Strength develops using an intensity from the heavy, submaximal, or 
maximal intensity range and moderate, moderately heavy, submaximal, or 
maximal reps per set.

Mass develops using an intensity from the moderate or moderately heavy 
intensity range and moderately heavy, submaximal, or maximal reps per set.

Burn develops using an intensity from the very light or light intensity range 
and moderately heavy, submaximal, or maximal reps per set.


